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Pairwise correlation in a population activity is a widely
observed neural phenomenon. In particular, even with
the same mean stimulus, noisy fluctuations in the popu-
lation firings are often correlated, and this so-called noise
correlation has attracted a lot of attention in regard to
whether it might transfer independent information
beyond a mean population response [1]. However, in the
context of the common input model where a common
input noise drives the noise correlation, a recent influen-
tial study suggested that the noise correlation must have a
simple relationship with the average firing rate, or more
precisely the average gain, and therefore claimed that the
noise correlation might not carry any independent infor-
mation [2].
In this work, we carried out a model study to probe the
correlation-gain/rate relationship with biophysically
defined single neuron models and found out that the rela-
tionship with gain actually fails to capture large noise cor-
relations in some models. We suggest that this is closely
related to the type 3 excitability of these neuron models.
Type 3 excitability has been seen recently in model studies
[3] and in some cortical neurons in the in vitro [4,5] and
in vivo-like conditions [6]. One of its interesting and rele-
vant characteristics is that a type 3 neuron encodes not
only the stimulus mean but also the variance [3-5,7]. By
using an artificial functional model, we showed that these
variance sensitive neurons, when given common noise,
can generate sharply synchronized spikes, which contrib-
ute to the correlation that the correlation-gain relation-
ship fails to predict.
Our result implies that a population of individual neu-
rons with this rich coding strategy might use the correla-
tion/synchrony as an extra channel for information
transfer at the population coding level. Therefore the pop-
ulation code would not be an average of the individual
responses where the fluctuations around the mean firing
are simply suppressed by a population size.
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